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About This Game

The shadows of destruction begin to loom on the horizon once a human mage uncovers a dark and powerful secret dating back
to the remote past of the Elven race.

However, the Elves cannot allow this forbidden knowledge to fall into the hands of others and thus imperil the world. For the
first time in countless years, this ancient race must venture forth and interfere with events transpiring in the lands of man. With

the renegade mage in their sights, the sorceress Gilwen and ranger-lord Seagate set off together, unaware that beliefs and
friendships alike will soon be tested...

Classic turn-based strategy gameplay

Multiplayer combat in 16 different scenarios

Multiple endings which depend on your choices

Powerful built-in game editor
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Title: Elven Legacy
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
1C:InoCo
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Elven Legacy
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum

Operating System: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista

Processor: Intel® Pentium® IV 1.5 GHz or AMD® 2000+ (single core)

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Hard Disk Space: 3 GB Available HDD Space

Video Card: NVIDIA® GeForce™ FX 5700 or ATI™ Radeon® 9600 and above Video Card

Sound Card: DirectX-compatible Sound Card

DirectX® Version: DirectX® Version 9.0c (4.09.0000.0904)
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Nice game. I like the art style best. And I want more games with this Zombie guy. :)
A little error thing - invisible block at mission 3, level 4. Cannons are too loud.. I played this in VR and liked it a lot. Visually
it's a trip to say the least. Very cool environments, the story is good but it's not hard to miss certain parts of it. I'd recommend
finishing the game and then reading some synopsis about the story later. The idea overall is unique and the execution is well
done.. Very nice game !

Could be more fun if there was relics / Equipment to buy and more character customisation.

Good gameplay so far ! Maybe it would be cool to reward more good combo combination cause actually it's quite easy by
pressing all button at same time !. watch the videos, then watch the live twitch feeds and see it for yourself, to make sure it's
your cup of tea, then buy it, install it, play it, and you will enjoy what must be one of the most additive games of the year, totally
frustrating yes, hard to finish and beat, well yes, re playability very good and let's be honest, price is a steal atm.

enjoyment level from this game is very high per cost spent, it's one of those games in single player that will have you pulling
your hair out to beat it, but laughing as you do it, in online play against someone online all the time it's good, but with a slower
player can be like chess, so pick your friends and get it finished quicker that way unless you wish for multiple games on at once
so when one finishes you start another, either way enjoy it.

there's plenty to do, regarding levels and hard core modes, plenty of units to pick and choose, learning curve is well pick it up
and jump right in, skill comes later regarding cover and bonus etc, but from day one and your first turn, you will either have the
marmide moments of loving it, or hating it, for me it's fun and i love it.

for you it's a matter of choice, don't moan if you don't like, as it's your fault for not reading the advice given above, and that
goes for all games, do you're home work first, once bought and played you'll then know it's money worth spent.

good luck commander, keep your head down, laugh at the funny bits, smile at the silly bits and don't swear when the dice rolls
against you...
. This game needs to have an update and new trailer.. Don't like that it is played with keyboard and mouse - takes away from the
platforming feel. Starts to feel like a point-and-click adventure.. One of the best VR games to date. Such a great blend of several
games that others have mentioned - Stanley Parable, Portal, Accounting, Job Simulator. It has good writing, good pacing and
great, narrative-driven length. It's an easy MUST buy for anyone with a VR headset.. Highly detailed, well fleshed-out cars, each
with unique handling characteristics. Excellent laser-scanned track. Great pricetag. Another solid addition to the venerable AC.
Quite a silly little game and, by silly I mean "We've been known each other for two days now and we're stuck in a cave during
rain so let's have sex, because I love you!" type of silliness, and, by little I mean that I've completed it first time in 19 minutes,
while reading everything. Yet this game has it's charm, it's fully voiced, which was quite the surprise for me and it is quite funny
too. So, especially considering price, I'd say that it's worth a look at least.. Very underrated
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Good visual novel, but the ending is extremely abrupt!. This game is ok for an early access game but it needs a great deal of
polish. There is no real tutorial, no tool tips when hovering over menu buttons, no explanation of how skill points relate to chef
quality etc... etc.. I refunded the game but will definitely play again when it is more developed.. this game is bad for my heart,
but it's actually good. If you getting sick of Lovely dovey kind of otome game, this is a good one. It's like a brick of reality just
hit you in the face.

I played with DLC with voice one, honestly I like them. But too bad they mention the name of the character. They should have
done like Amnesia, subtitude the name with something else so it does sound like it intereact with you. But even whithout it, i
think you will still enjoy it, since some people dont understand then and just skip before even the character finish talking.

And when clicking of choice, they give the sign of what kind of ending we going to end up with is good. The white butterfly is
good, while the black butterfly is bad ending. At least I know that which choice is the right one. This is good for the beginners.

The plot is nice. It's a short honestly. To feel it worth buying is when you get all of the ending, like until you get the true ending.
It make sense and can feel how scary is reality. It's sad, but the waiter is there to help you ;)

Honestly I like this game, but maybe it's because it's me who played it, I don't know about the others.. Travel across the universe
and save dying suns from extinction in this unique and challenging puzzle strategy game. You are the last hope to bring salvation
to a perishing universe as you collect and deliver fragments of plasma using your omni-directional ship. Solar flares, asteroids,
supernovas and force fields are just some of the challenges you will face as you pilot your ship through the intense heat of the
imploding stars.. The price is just not FAIR! Even if they fix all the bugs... The loco is nice (without the bugs), that\u00b4s it.
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